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Abstract

Simplified Chinese to Traditional Chinese
conversion is a common preprocessing step
in Chinese NLP. However, a simplified Chi-
nese character could correspond to multiple
traditional characters, and unfortunately, there
is no accurate toolkit to disambiguate such
mappings. We propose a sub-word segmen-
tation model which relies on Simplified Chi-
nese and Traditional Chinese language mod-
els and the character mapping table. Through
these two language models, we effectively seg-
ment a sentence and use them to disambiguate
between mappings. Our experiments show
that we achieve the disambiguation accuracy
of 98%.

1 Introduction

Traditional and Simplified are the two standard-
ized character sets for written Chinese. Tradi-
tional Chinese is used throughout the history of
ancient China and is currently still being used pre-
dominantly in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau.
Simplified Chinese was first introduced to main-
land China in 1969 and has been officially used
ever since due to its simplicity, which helps to en-
courage literacy. Traditional Chinese characters
feature more complexity than Simplified Chinese
characters. The traditional form of a character
usually has more strokes and parts than its sim-
plified counterpart. The differences between their
forms call for the need of an accurate translator
(Shi et al., 2011).

Converting from Traditional to Simplified Chi-
nese is straightforward because there is a one-to-
one or in some cases a many-to-one correspon-
dence between the characters. A comprehensive
mapping table like The Table of General Standard
Chinese Characters1 would be sufficient for this
conversion.

1http://www.gov.cn/gzdt/att/att/site1/20130819/tygfhzb.pdf

However, conversion from Simplified to Tradi-
tional Chinese is a more difficult task as a Sim-
plified character can be mapped to more than one
Traditional character (see Table 1) depending on
the context of the sentence. Around 12% of Sim-
plified characters exist with one-to-many map-
pings to Traditional characters (Halpern and Ker-
man, 1999).

Simplified 台 (Stage, Table, Typhoon)

Traditional 臺 (Stage) 台 (Stage, variant) 檯 (Table) 颱 (Typhoon)

Table 1: One to many mappings

A converter needs to consider the context to re-
solve this one-to-many character ambiguity. Cur-
rently, there is no such converter and toolkit which
can disambiguate characters (section 4). On the
other hand, in translation, sequence-to-sequence
models are generally used (Sutskever et al., 2014).
However, there are no parallel corpora available
for converting the scripts. Also, seq2seq could re-
word the target sentence; this is undesirable since
this is a character conversion problem, not a trans-
lation problem. Since conversion between the two
scripts is typically a crucial step for pre-processing
in Chinese NLP, there is a need for an accurate
converter to perform this disambiguation.

We introduce an unsupervised translation ap-
proach which takes two features in consideration:
context and correspondence. Firstly, we present
our sub-word tokenization which jointly takes the
context of sentence pair and mapping tables (sec-
tion 2). After that, we use the language model for
character disambiguation learned on the tokenized
data (section 3). Our approach gives 99.6 % accu-
racy when compared to other character converters
(section 5).



2 Segmentation for Conversion

A proper segmentation is the key for accurate con-
version, especially in Chinese since it is not nat-
urally tokenized. In this section, we present our
conversion approach which is based on sub-word
segmentation by considering language models and
mapping table of source (Simplified Chinese) and
target (Traditional Chinese) sentences.

Subwords are representations between words
and characters (Mikolov et al., 2012). Subword
segmentation has now become a widely used tech-
nique in machine translation (Kudo and Richard-
son, 2018). They handle OOV words and help
in limiting the size of vocabulary (Wu and Zhao,
2018). Some of the notable methods for subword
segmentation include BPE (Byte Pair Encoding)
(Sennrich et al., 2015) and Unigram (Kudo, 2018).

BPE is a compression algorithm that combines
frequent sequence of characters, which results in
less frequent strings being segmented into sub-
words. Instead of relying on sub-word frequency,
we made use of the mapping tables for sub-
word segmentation, which could be thought of
as “Dictionary-based BPE.” Similar to BPE, the
Dictionary-based BPE adapts a greedy longest-
match-first approach in segmentation, where the
individual tokens belong to the words in the map-
ping table.

Consider the sentence as an example “此貼
文在Facebook有15個讚好。” (This post on
Facebook has 15 likes). The words “此”,“貼
文”,“在”,“有”,“個”,“讚好” are in the dictionary,
so they will be tokenized as such. However, the
words “facebook” and “15” are not in the mapping
tables. Hence they will be tokenized into charac-
ters like “f|a|c|e|b|o|o|k” and “1|5”. Therefore, the
final tokenized sentence looks like: 此|貼文|在|
f | a | c | e | b | o | o | k |有| 1 | 5 |個|讚好.

The elements of the construction for this tok-
enizer are:
• Mapping Table: The mapping table is a dic-

tionary that corresponds each Simplified Chi-
nese token to a set of Traditional Chinese to-
kens. It is constructed using dictionaries from
CC-CEDICT2 and OpenCC3.
• Chunk based iteration: This tokenizer tra-

verses over the sentence and finds tokens
starting from a chunk size of 8. If a chunk

2https://cc-cedict.org/wiki/
3https://github.com/yichen0831/opencc-

python/tree/master/opencc/dictionary

is found in the mapping table, it is formed as
a token. Then it decreases the chunk size by 1
and captures the rest of the tokens. This pro-
cess happens iteratively until the chunk size
becomes 1 and all tokens are captured.

There are a few problems regarding sub-word
tokenizers. Generally, they only take subword fre-
quency as the feature. Dictionary-based BPE uses
a mapping table instead of frequency. However, it
could still lead to an undesirable segmentation due
to the preference towards longer segments regard-
less of the context. Furthermore, sub-word tok-
enizers only take one end of the translation lan-
guage into consideration for segmentation. We
want to approach this research question: how to
tokenize a sentence considering segments and the
context of a source and target sentence pair?

Hence we propose a segmentation method
which takes the source and target sentence pair
jointly into consideration.

2.1 Theoretical Approach
A translator needs a source sentence S consist-
ing of segments where S = s0s1 . . . sn and a
target sentence T consisting of segments where
T = t0t1 . . . tm.

We want to find an optimally segmented sen-
tence of S which is S∗ and an optimally segmented
sentence of T which is T∗. Mathematically:

S∗,T∗ = argmax
si∈S,tj∈T

P (S,T) (1)

where P (S,T) is the joint probability of sentence
pairs. Equation 1 can be rewritten as:

S∗ = argmax
si∈S

∏
i

P (si|S,T) (2)

T∗ = argmax
tj∈T

∏
j

P (tj |S,T) (3)

Looking further into equation 2:

P (si|S,T) ≈ P (si|S)P (si|T) (4)

≈ P (si|si−1 . . . s0)P (si|tjtj−1 . . . t0)
≈ P (si|si−1 . . . s0)P (si|tj)P (tj |tj−1 . . . t0)

(5)

Intuition: In equation 4, we want to see how
likely the segment si could belong to sentences S
and T. This could be approximated to the prob-
ability of P (si|S)P (si|T). Here P (si|S) is a
language model score on sentence S. The prob-
ability P (si|tjtj−1 . . . t0) is approximated using



Markov assumption to P (si|tj)P (tj |tj−1 . . . t0).
Here, P (tj |tj−1 . . . t0) is language model score of
sentence T. Similarly, P (tj |S,T) can be calcu-
lated. P (si|tj) can be determined from the map-
ping table.

P (si|tj) =

{
1, if si → tj in mapping table
0, otherwise

(6)
If mapping tj for si is found in the mapping table it
is converted accordingly and is skipped otherwise.
In a nutshell, our conversion uses the following
elements:

1. language model score of source sentence of a
candidate segment.

2. language model score of target sentence of a
candidate segment.

3. mapping conversions from source segment to
target segment.

2.2 Practical Approach
In this subsection, we describe the construction
details of the elements mentioned in the previous
subsection.

1. Training Datasets for Segmentation: We
used SIGHAN-2005 Bakeoff dataset to
train the segmentation-based language model
(Emerson, 2005). For Simplified Chinese, we
used PKU and MSR partitions, and for Tradi-
tional Chinese, we used Academia Sinica and
CityU partitions.

2. Language Model: We used 5-gram Mod-
ified Kneser-Ney smoothing model for lan-
guage modelling on this segmented dataset
(James, 2000; Heafield, 2011).

3. Segmentation: We chose Viterbi for seg-
menting the given sentence (Luo and Roukos,
1996). The scoring function is obtained from
equation 5 as mentioned earlier.

4. Efficiency Heuristics: For each segment
in the training data, we applied Dictionary-
based BPE to avoid any out of vocabu-
lary words from mapping tables. To avoid
OOVs as output segments, we imposed a
penalty on OOV outputs, which is given by:
α × len(segment)

len(sentence) . This is a length based
penalty to avoid longer segments4. The value
of α is generally near 15.0.

4Generally, we found the tokens were 1-4 characters long.
Also, inclusion of penalty function also results in commonly
occurring long segments, because we only impose penalty on
OOV segments.

After this process, we obtain two corpora:
segmented Traditional and Simplified Chinese
datasets. Segmented Simplified Chinese dataset
will be used for tokenizing the input and seg-
mented Traditional Chinese dataset will be used
for training language model for mapping disam-
biguation, which will be explained in next section.

3 Mappings Disambiguation

Once the sentences are tokenized, the mapping ta-
ble is used to convert from Simplified Chinese to
Traditional Chinese. For one-to-one mappings, we
can convert them as it is. For one-to-many map-
pings, we will use language model to pick the best
candidate.

Consider the following sentence in simplified
Chinese: ”今天出论文了” (I published a paper
today). The segmentation of the sentence is, 今
天| 出| 论文| 了. The words 今天,出,论文 have
one-to-one mapping corresponding to Traditional,
which gives今天,出,論文. However, the word了
corresponds to two traditional tokens, which are
了 (auxiliary) and 瞭 (clear). Hence, we use lan-
guage model to disambiguate between these two.
The sentence 今天 出 論文 了 gives a log prob-
ability of -16.42 (based on modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing language model) and the sentence今天
出論文瞭 gives log probability of -19.58. Hence
we pick the今天出論文了 as it has higher score
and it’s the correct translation.

Figure 1: Consider this Simplified Chinese sentence我
用云端. The character云 in Simplified Chinese corre-
sponds to two characters in Traditional Chinese which
are云,雲. The character with a higher score雲 is pre-
dicted (shown in bold as the output of second cell) and
passed on to the next cell to predict the next character.

Figure 1 explicates the process of disambigua-
tion through neural language model. We use 2-
layer LSTM (Long Short-term Memory (Sunder-
meyer et al., 2012)) with 512 cells which has been
trained on the tokenized Traditional Chinese as
mentioned in the previous subsection.



4 Baselines and Related Work for
Converters

Translation models from Simplified Chinese to
Traditional Chinese do exist; however, they are
not perfect, and here we address their limitations
that lower their accuracies in translation. Open-
sourced translation models available are STCP,
XMUCC, OpenCC, Hanziconv, and Mafan.

STCP (Xu et al., 2017) and XMUCC5 use to-
kenizers Jieba and Moses respectively, which are
Hidden Markov Models based tokenizers. These
tokenizers are not reproducible because resulting
tokens change for the same word in a different
sentence. This leads to mismatch to the mapping
table. Hence, tokens formed by them may be re-
garded as a new token, resulting in low probability.
Also, STCP does character-level modelling which
does not take word level in context or disambigua-
tion. STCP claims that their materials are open-
source, but we were not able to find any data and
code that they used.

OpenCC6, which uses character-level conver-
sion, only takes the first candidate if there are mul-
tiple candidates available. Similarly for Hanzi-
Conv7 and Mafan8, they use a simple character
to character dictionary mapping, which is prone
to translation errors in cases with multiple candi-
dates.

5 Experiments and Results

To evaluate our converter, we need an evaluation
corpus to compare the accuracy among different
conversion systems. Due to the lack of high-
quality parallel text corpus of Traditional and Sim-
plified Chinese, we created corpus using book 1 of
the novel Twin of Brothers written initially in Tra-
ditional Chinese and 150,696 articles scraped from
multiple Hong Kong news sources.

To prepare our Simplified Chinese dataset of the
corpus, we converted the corpus into Simplified
Chinese using the OpenCC character conversion
tool. It is assumed that this conversion performs
with 100% accuracy since Traditional to Simpli-
fied mapping is one-to-one or many-to-one and
hence every Traditional character can be mapped
to a Simplified character with no errors.

5http://jf.xmu.edu.cn/
6https://github.com/yichen0831/opencc-python
7https://github.com/berniey/hanziconv
8https://github.com/hermanschaaf/mafan

Conversion System Overall Accuracy Micro-Average Accuracy

HanziConv 97.010% 80.102%
Mafan 99.126% 94.506%
OpenCC 99.257% 95.120%
STCP 98.533% 90.916%
This paper 99.625% 98.073%

Table 2: Conversion accuracies among different con-
verters. We use overall accuracy and micro-average
accuracy (disambiguation accuracy) as the evaluation
metrics.

After creating Simplified Chinese dataset, we
convert the dataset to Traditional Chinese using
each conversion system and compare their outputs
to the source in our corpus. We use overall ac-
curacy and micro-average accuracy to evaluate the
performances of the systems.

Overall accuracy is the ratio of correctly con-
verted characters to number of characters, and
micro-average accuracy is the accuracy for char-
acters that have one-to-many mappings only.

6 Discussions

Our model attains 99.6 % overall accuracy and
98% disambiguation accuracy when compared to
other converters (see table 2). We investigated
why our model does not give perfect results, and
we came up with two observations.

Firstly, the conversion errors may involve vari-
ant characters, which are sets of characters that
have the same meaning and pronunciation but dif-
ferent scripts. It should be noted that they can
be used interchangeably. Therefore mismatches,
in this case, do not mean an incorrect conversion
but rather an acceptable one. Fortunately, this
is not a common phenomenon and does not af-
fect the evaluation results substantially. Secondly,
named entities could result in an incorrect conver-
sion. It is difficult to disambiguate named entities
such as names, locations, organizations as many
are unique, so there are less training samples.

Simplified to Traditional scripts conversion is a
common preprocessing step in Chinese NLP. We
hope that our work would really help the Chi-
nese NLP community in providing an open-source
toolkit. For future work, we would like to ex-
tend our sub-word segmentation for other lan-
guage pairs suited for neural machine translation.
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